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A CHANGE OF SCALE FORMULA

FOR WIENER INTEGRALS

ON ABSTRACT WIENER SPACES 11

IL Yoo AND DAVID SKOUG

1. Introduction

It has long been known that Wiener measure and Wiener measur
ability behave badly under the change of scale transformation [3] and
under translations [2]. However Cameron and Storvick [5] for a rather
large class of functionals expressed the analytic Feynman integral as
a limit of Wiener integrals. In doing so, they discovered a rather nice
change of scale formula for Wiener integrals on classical Wiener space
[6]. In [20,22,23], Yoo, Yoon and Skoug extended these results to Yeh
Wiener space and to an abstract Wiener space.

This paper continues the study of a change of scale formula for
Wiener integrals on an abstract Wiener space previously given in" [22].
Motivated by the work of Kallianpur and Bromley [17], we establish a
change of scale formula for Wiener integrals, for a larger class than the
Fresnel class studied in [22], on an abstract Wiener space. Results in
[5,6,20,22,23] will then be corollaries of our results.

2. Definitions and preliminaries

Let H be a real separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space with
inner product (.,.) and norm 11 . 11. Let III . III be a measurable
norm on H with respect to the Gaussian cylinder set measure u on
H. Let B denote the completion of H with respect to III . Ill. Let
l denote the natural injection from H to B. The adjoint operator t*

of t is one-to-one and maps B* continuously onto a dense subset of
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H* . By identifying H with H* and 11* with £*B* , we have a triple
B* C H* == H C B and (h,x) = (h,x) for all h in H and x in B
where (.,.) denotes the natural dual pairing between Band B* . Bya
well-known result of Gross [13], (70£-1 has a unique countably additive
extension m to the Borel (7 -algebra B (B) of B . The triple (H,B,m)
is called an abstract Wiener space. For more detailed, see [12,17,18,19].

DEFINITION 2.1. Let F be a functional on B x B such that the
integral

exists for all Al > 0 and A2 > 0 where A= (AI' A2). If there exists an
analytic function J;'(Z) on n = {z = (ZI, Z2) E C2 : Re Zk > 0 for k =
1, 2} such that JF( A) = JF( A) for all Al > 0 and A2 > 0, then we define
J;'(Z) to the analytic Wiener integral of F over B x B with parameter
z, and for zE n we write

(2.2) I:[F(., .)] = JF(Z).

Let ql and q2 be non-zero real numbers. If the following limit (2.3)
exists, we call. it .the analytic Feynman integral pf F over B xB with
parameter if= (q1' q2) and we write .

(2.3)

where z= (Zl' Z2) approaches (-iql' -iq2) throughout n.
Let {en} denote a complete orthonormal (C.O.N.) system in H such

that the en's are in B*. For each h E H and x E B, we introduce a
stochastic inner product (', .)'" on H x B defined by

'" {lim t (h, ek)(x, ek), if the limit exists
(2.4) (h,x) = n-ook=l

0, otherwise.

Then, for every h EH, (h, x)"'" exists for m-a.e. x E B and is a
Borel measurable function on B having a Gaussian distribution with
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mean 0 and variance 11 h 11 2 • Also if both h and x are in H, then
(h,x)'" = (h,x).

Given two C-valued functions F and G on B x B, we say that F = G
s-a.e. if F(aXI, j3x2) = G(aXI, j3x2) for m x m-a.e. (XI, X2) E B x B
for all Cl: > 0 and j3 > O. For a function F on B x B, we will denote by
[ F ] the equivalence class of functions which equals F s-a.e..

DEFINITION 2.2. Let Al and A2be two bounded, non-negative self
adjoint operators on H. Let FA l ,A2 be the space of all s-equivalence
classes of functions F on B x B which have the form

(2.5) F(XI, X2) = Lexp {i[(A~/2h,XI)'"+ (A~/2h,X2)"'J) dp(h)

for some finite complex Borel measure p on H.

Let M(H) denote the space of finite complex Borel measures p on
H. M(H) is then a Banach algebra over the complex numbers under
convolution, with the norm 11 p 11 equal to the total variation of p.
The map p ---+ [F] defined by (2.5) sets up an algebra isomo11?hism
between M(H) and FAl ,A2 if the range of Al + A2 is dense in H. In
this case, FAl ,A2 becomes a Banach algebra under the norm 11 F 11 =

11 p 11·

THEOREM 2.3 ([17]). Let FE FAl ,A2 be given by (2.5). Then the
analytic Wiener integral ofF over B x B with parameter z= (ZI, Z2) E
n exists and

(2.6) I:[F(., .)] = { exp {-(1/2) t Z;;I (Akh, h)} dp(h).
JH k=I

Also the analytic Feynman integral of F over B x B with parameter
q= (qt, q2) exists provided that qI =f:. 0 and q2 =f:. 0, and

(2.7) I[[F(.,.)] = { eXP{-(i/2) tq;;I(Akh,h)} dp(h).
JH k=I

In particular,

(2.8) I~I,-I)[F(-,.)] = Lexp{-(i/2)((AI -A2)h,h)}dp(h).
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REMARK 2.4. Let A be a bounded self-adjoint operator on H. Then
we may write A = A+ - A- where A+ and A- are each bounded,
non-negative self-adjoint. Take Al = A+ and A 2 = A- in Defini
tion 2.2 above. For any Fin FA1 ,A

2
' (2.8) becomes 1~I,-I)[F(., .)] =

fH exp{ -(i/2)(Ah, h) }d{t(h). Also, in this case, if A+ is the iden
tity and A - = 0 then FA 1 ,A2 is essentially· the Fresnel class F(H)
and F(B) on Hilbert space and abstract Wiener space setting respec-

tively, and also 1~q1 ,Q2) [F] = 1:1[Fo] where Fo(Xl) = F(XI, X2) for all
(XI, X2) E B x B and 1:1 [Fo] means the analytic Feynman integral
over B [17,18]. Hence this shows that Definition 2.2 and 2.1 include
the definition of Fresnel classes F(H) and F(B) and of the analytic
Feynman integral over an abstract Wiener space B as a special case
respectively.

3. Change of scale formulas

We begin this section with a key lemma for Wiener integral on an
abstract Wiener space (H, B, m).

LEMMA 3.1 ([22]). Let Z E C with Re z > 0, let {en} be an
orthonormal set in H and let h EH. Then

(3.1)

fa exp { [(1- 2)/2] t,[(e.,x)-j' + i(h,x)-} dm(x)

=2-ni' exp { [(2 - 1)/22] t, [(e., h)]' - (1/2) 11 h 11'}.

In the following theorem, for F E FAt ,A2' we express the analytic
Feynman integral of F over B x B as the limit of a sequence of Wiener
integrals.

THEOREM 3.2. Let {en} be a C.O.N. sequence in H. Let F E
FA 1 ,A2 and let {Zn,k} be the sequence with Re Zn,k > 0 such that
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Zn,k --t -iqk (qk 1= 0) for k = 1,2. Then

(3.2) I![F(., .)]

= lim (Z},nZ2,n)n/2 {
n--->oo JBXB

exp {~([(1-Zj,.)/2J ~[(e"Xj)-J') }

F(X},x2)d(m x m)(Xl,X2).

Proof. Since F E FAI ,A2 is given by (2.5),

F(X},X2) = Lexp {[(A~/2h,x})'"+ (A~/2h,X2)"']} dJl(h)

for some Jl E M(H). By Fubini theorem and Lemma 3.1, we have

119

lXB exp {~( [(1- zj,.)/2] ~[(e"Xj)-J')}

F(x}, x2)d(m x m)(x}, X2)

( )
-n/2 {

= Z} ,n Z2,n } H

exp {~ ([(Zj,. - 1)/2zj ,.] ~ [(e.. A;/'h)J' - (1/2)(A jh, h)) }

dJl(h).

Next, using the bounded convergence theorem, equation (2.5) and Par
seval's relation, it follows that

!!..~(Z".z".)"/'LB exp {~( [(1- zj,.)/2) ~[(e"Xj)-]')}

F(X},x2)d(m x m)(x},x2)

~l exp { -(;f2) t, q,' (A,h, h) } dp( h) = I![F(·, -)]
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let {en} be a C.O.N. sequence in H. Let F E
F(B) and let {zn} be a sequence of complex numbers with Re Zn > 0
such that Zn ~ -iq (q f=. 0). Then the analytic Feynman integral of
F over B with parameter q exists and

(3.3)

I![F] = .~ z:/2Lexp { [(1- z.)/2] t,[(e>,X)_]2} F(x)dm(x)

Proof. Apply Theorem 3.2 after making the following choices: Al
= the identity, A2 = 0, zl,n = Zn and ql = q. With these choices and
using Lemma 3.1, we can easily obtain equation (3.3).

COROLLARY 3.4. Under the hypothesis of Corollary 3.3, the ana
lytic Feynman integral of F over B in (3.3) can be replaced by the
sequential Feynman integral of F over B.

Proof. This follows from the fact that for F E F(B) the sequential
Feynman integral of F is equal to its analytic Feynman integral [18].

Our main. result, namely a cha.p.ge of scale formula for Wiener inte
grals on a product abstract Wiener space now follows from Theorem
3.2 above.

THEOREM 3.5. Let PI > 0 and P2 > 0 be given and let {en} be a
C.O.N. sequence in H. Then for FE FA1 ,A2

(3.4)

f F(PIXI, P2x2)d(m x m)(xI' X2)
lBxB

= .~(P1P2)-'LXB exp{t, ([(pj -1)/2pjj t,[(ek,x;)-j2) }

F(xl, x2)d(m x m)(xl, X2)

Proof. A careful examination of the proof of Theorem 3.2 and using
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equation (2.6) instead of (2.7) establishes the following formula:

(3.5) I~zl,z2) [F(., .)]

= lim (ZI,nZ2,n)n/2 {
n-oo }BxB

exp {t. ([(1 -%j,.)/2] t, [(e" Xj)-] %) }

F(xll x2)d(m x m)(xI, X2)

121

By letting Zk = zk,n = p;2 (k = 1,2), (3.5) becomes equation (3.4).

The Banach algebra FAl ,A2 is not closed with respect to point
wise or even uniform convergence [16,p2], and thus its uniform closure
F~1,A2 with respect to uniform convergence s-a.e. is a larger space

than FA1 ,A2. Next we show that equation (3.4) holds for F E F~1,A2'

THEOREM 3.6. Let PI > 0 and P2 > 0 be given and let {en} be
a C.O.N. set of functions in H. Then equation (3.4) holds for each

=-U

FE F A1 ,A2'

Proof. Since FE F~I,A2' there exists a sequence {Fp} from FA1 ,A2
such that F(xll X2) = lim Fp(x}, X2) uniformly s-a.e. on B x B. Also

p-oo

since each Fp E FA1 ,A2' Fp(XI,X2) exists and is bounded s-a.e. on
B x B for each p. Let PI > 0 and P2 > 0 be given. From the definition
of uniform convergence s-a.e., it follows that

and

(3.7) ( F(PIXI,P2x2)d(m x m)(xI,x2)
}BXB

= lim ( Fp(PIXll P2x2)d(m x m)(xll X2).
p-oo}BXB
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By (3.6), there exists M > 0 and a scale-invariant null set E of B x B
such that for all p and all (XI,X2) E B x B - E

(3.8) IFp(xI, x2)1 :::; M and IF(xI, x2)1 :::; M.

Hence, using (3.8) and Lemma 3.1, we obtain

(p,p,) -n tB exp{t,([(p~ - 1)/2p~] t. [(e" x;)-]') }

Fp(XI,X2)d(m x m)(XI,X2)

- (PIP2)-n hXB exp {t, ([(P~ -1)/2p~] t.[(e"x;)-]') }
F(xI, x2)d(m X m)(xI, X2) I

<;(PIP,)-n kXB exp {t, ([(P~ -1)/2p~1 t. [(e" X;)-]') }

I Fp(xI, X2) - F(xI, X2) I d(m x m)(xI, X2)
:::;2M.

Next, using Theorem 3.2, the iterated limit theorem and the dominated
convetgence theorem,we obtain:

(3.9)

1 F(Pl XI, P2 X2)d(m x m)(XI, X2)
BxB

= lim f Fp(PIXl, P2X2)d(m x m)(xI, X2)
p-OO}BXB

= p~~2i...~(PIP2)-n1 exp {t ([(P1- l )/2PJ] t[(ek,xj)"J]2)}
BxB j=l k=l

Fp(XI, x2)d(m x m)(xI, X2)

= 2i...~}i...~(PIP2)-n1 exp {t ([(P1-l)/2P1] t[(ek'Xj)~]2)}
BxB j=l k=l

Fp(XI, x2)d(m x m)(xI, X2)
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=nli...moo(P1P2)-n J exp {t ([(P; - 1)/2p;] t[(ek'Xj)~]2)}
BxB j=l k=l

F(X1,x2)d(m X m)(x1,x2).

The following corollary is a change of scale formula for Wiener in
t~grals on an abstract Wiener space given in [22J.

COROLLARY 3.7. Let P > 0 and let {en} be a C.O.N. sequence in
H. Then for F E F(B)

(3.10)

LF(px)dm(x)

= nl!..~ p-n fa exp { [lp' - 1)/2p'Jt I(ek, x)-1' } F(x )dm(x)

In addition, the equation (3.10) holds for F E F( B)u.

Proof. Apply Theorem 3.5 and 3.6 after making the following choi
ces: Al = the identity, A2 = 0 and PI = p. With these choices and
Lemma 3.1, we can easily obtain our corollary.

Finally we end this section by showing that the class of functions
for which Theorem 3.5 (Theorem 3.6) and Corollary 3.7 hold is more
extensive than F~ A and F(B)u respectively.

1, 2

REMARK 3.8. Let {en} be a C.O.N. sequence in H and let F be the
function of the form F( x) = exp{ 0'( h, x)~} for non-zero h E H where
0' is a real or complex number. Then the left side of the equation (3.10)
becomes

LF(px )dm(x)

=[1/)2; 11 h 11] Lexp{O'PY - y2/211 h 11 2}dy

=exp{(O'p 11 h 11)2/2}.
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To evaluate the integral on the right side of (3.10), we apply some
technique in the proof of Lemma 3.1 so that

fa exp { [rp' -1)/2p'] t.[(e"x)-j'} F(x)dm(x)

= fa exp { [rp' - 1)/2p'] t.[(e" x)-]' + It(h,x)- } dm(x)

=p' exp { [(ltp)'/2] t.[(e" h)]' + (It' /2) (I[ h 1[' - t.[(e" h)J') }.
Using the Parseval's relation, we obtain

J!~~f' fa exp { [rp' -1}/2p'] t,[(e"x)-]'} F(x)dm(x)

=exp {Cap 11 h II? j2}.

Thus we established that equation (3.10) is valid for all complex num
ber a. In particular, if a is pure imaginary, then F belongs to F(B).
On the other hand, if Re a=/= 0 , thenF is unbounded so F rJ. F(B)
and also F rJ. F(B)u.

4. Examples

Let HN be the set of all functions f : [O,l]N ---+ R for which there
exists v in L2 ([0, l]N) such that

for all (t}, . . " tN) E [O,l]N. The inner product on HN is defined by
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where D(·) = aN (.) / at l ... atN. Then H N is a separable Hilbert space.
Let B N = CN([O,l]N) denote the space of all R -valued continuous
functions x on [O,l]N such that x(t ll ·· ·,tN) = 0 whenever at least
one of t ll · . " tN equals zero. Let mN denote N-parameter Wiener
measure on (BN, B (BN))' Then (HN,BN,mN) is an example of
abstract Wiener space.

Let f and 9 be elements in HN such that

and

l
tN ltlg(tll' . " tN) = 0 ••• 0 U(Sl,"" SN )ds l ... dSN

for some v and U in L 2([0, l]N). Then

(4.3)

Also if {en} is a C.O.N. sequence in HN , we can express the en's by

for some 4>n in L 2 ([0, IJN). From (4.3) it follows that {4>n} is also a
C.O.N. sequence in L2([0, l]N). And hence (en, x)'" equals the Paley
Wiener-Zygmund stochastic integral

for s-a.e. x E BN'
Let v be a positive integer. Let H'N denote the v-copies XlHN of

H N with inner product

v

((it,· . ',iv), (gll' . " gv)) = '2)fk, gk) RN'
k=l

Then (HN,B N,m'N) is the classical N-parameter Wiener measure
space in v-dimension.
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Let 5N(v) be the space of functions F on B'N of the form

(4.4)

F(x) = (
1L'2 ([O,l]N)

exp {it ( vk(i1,· .., iN )dXk(il, . .., iN)} dp.(iJ)
k=1 1[0,1]N

for s-a.e. x in B'N where p. E M(L~([O, l]N» in [21].

COROLLARY 4.1. Let {</>n} be a C.O.N. set of functions on [O,l]N.
Then for each p > 0 and each F E 5 N( v)

(4.5)

( F(px)dm'N(x)
lB"N

= !im p-vn {
n-oo 1B'N

exp { [(p2 - 1)/2p2] t t [. ( ~k(il," " iN )dXj(t1' ...' iN)] 2}
j=l k=l l[o,l]N

F(x)dm'N(x).

Pro~f Let ek(il,···,iN) = J:N ... J:l</>k(Sl,···,SN)ds1···dsN and
use Corollary 3.7 and the fact that 5N(v) and F(B'N) are isometrically
isomorphic [14,171.

COROLLARY 4.2. Equation (4.5) holds for all FE B;.r(v).

COROLLARY 4.3. Theorem 2 and TheoreIIl 4 in [6J follow from the
case N = 1 of Corollary 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 above respectively.

COROLLARY 4.4. Theorem 4.2 in [20J and Theorem 2.4 in [23J follow
from the case N = 2 and v = 1 ofCorollary 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 above
respectively.

Ahn, Johnson and Skoug [1] introduced a general theorem insuring
that many functions of interest in Feynman integration theory and
quantum mechanics are in F(B) for various abstract Wiener space
(H, B,.m). But this general theorem also can be extended for a larger
class FA l,A2 than F(B).
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COROLLARY 4.5. All of the functions discussed in Corollary 1 - 11
in {1} satisfy the change of scale formula (3.10) where {en} is a C.O.N.
set of functions in the corresponding Hilbert space H.

COROLLARY 4.6. All of the functions considered in {4,8-11,16-18}
satisfy the change of scale formula (3.10) where {en} is a C.O.N. set
of functions in the appropriate Hilbert space H.

The following corollaries show that the class of functionals for which
the above corollaries hold is more extensive than 5;"(11).

COROLLARY 4.7 (EXAMPLE IN [6]). Let F(x) = exp{aI01l" x(s) cos
sds} on B 1 ::: Cl [0, 7I"J where a is a real or complex number. H Re a 1= °
then F ~ S;(l), but it satisfies the change of scale formula (4.5) in the
case of N = 1 and 11 = 1.

Proof. Let {tPn(s) = (2/7I")1/2 sin ns} be a C.O.N. set on [0,7I"J. By
letting en(s) = I: tPn( t )dtfor each n, {en(s)} is also a C.O.N. set in HI'
Use Remark 3.8 with h = cos s and the fact that SI (1) is isometrically
isomorphic to F(B1 ).

COROLLARY 4.8 (EXAMPLE IN [23]). Let F(x) = exp{aI01l" 1011"
x(s, t) cos s cos tdsdt} on B 2 = C2 ([0, 7I"F) where a is a real or complex

number. H Re a =1= °then F ~ Si (1), butit satisfies the change of
scale formula (4.5) in the case of N = 2 and 11 = 1.

Proof. Let ej,k(s, t) = loB lot tPj,k(U, v)dvdu for each j and k where
{tPj,k(S,t) = (2/71") sin js sin kt for j,k = 1,2,"'} is a C.O.N. set
on [0,7I"J X [0,7I"J. Use Remark 3.8 with h = cos s cos t and the fact
that S2(1) is isometrically isomorphic to F(B2).
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